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Some Comments and Actions
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• NLO PDF’s are great for high-Q2 precision tests,
but ill suited for much of the bread-and-butter physics
generators have to contend with, because of
⋆ (gluon) positivity, or at least strange behaviour at small Q2,
⋆ not matched to LO ME’s + parton showers.

• Multiple interactions: must handle PDF’s down to
⋆ x ∼ 10−8:
freezing at x = 10−4 is bad,
running wild below it a disaster;

⋆ Q2 → 0:
freezing at Q ∼ 1 GeV (below charm threshold!) is OK,
since built-in dampening factor (p2

⊥/(p2
⊥0 + p2

⊥))2

with p⊥0 = 2 − 3 GeV.
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Recently tunes with NLO PDFs have appeared for Pythia 8. The following very brief
note explains why usage of them is highly discouraged.

One key feature of MB (minimum bias) and UE (underlying event) studies is that
much of the physics is played out at low transverse momenta, say p? around 2 GeV.
Therefore PDFs at very small x scales are probed, down to around 10�8, for Q scales that
may go below 1 GeV. It is the behaviour in this region that we want to discuss next, not
the values relevant for Higgs production, say.

For an up-to-date and comprehensive overview of PDFs we refer to [1].

1 The small-x behaviour in LO

In a LO framework the PDFs have a clear physical interpretation as the number density of
partons. This means that its behaviour can be related directly to measurable quantities.
More specifically there are two main measurements that lead credence to a small-x be-
haviour where xfi(x, Q2) is constant or even slowly rising for x ! 0 at a fixed Q2 around
1 – 4 GeV2, for gluons and sea quarks.

The first is F2 measurements at HERA, which displays the above behaviour. In LO
the F2 is related to the valence and sea quark distributions, but at small x the latter are
driven by the gluon, at comparable x values, which therefore should have a similar shape.

The second is the rise of the pp/pp cross section with energy. This can be directly
related to the rise of xg(x, Q2

ref) with decreasing x for a fixed small reference scale. That
is, to some approximation we expect �pp(s) / xg(x, Q2

ref) for x / 1/s ! 0, the so-called
Regge–Gribov limit. Also for models that describe the rise of �pp(s) in terms of eikonalized
minijet cross sections (related to MPI ideas) the small-x behaviour of the gluon plays a
similar role.

Therefore, while not completely pinned down, the LO description has some trust-
worthiness for the form of the PDFs for small x, from direct measurements of physical
quantities.

2 The problem with NLO

At NLO, the PDFs no longer have a probabilistic interpretation, and their behaviour is
less directly related to physical quantities. PDFs need not even be positive definite, as
first introduced in [2] to improve agreement with data.

1
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From hard to soft scales

LOME ⊗NLOPDF = NLOME ⊗ LOPDF = LO.

NLO MEs typically give positive ln(1/x) corrections,
compensated by negative ln(1/x) corrections to NLO PDFs,
driving PDFs small or even negative at small x and Q.

No big issue for hard processes: large x and Q.

Nonperturbative hadronization at/below scales Q0 ≈ 1 GeV.
Must fill gap between Qhard and Q0 e.g. for jet substructure.

Parton showers: traditional way to fill gap.
Still almost always LL (NLL start to appear).

ISR (& sometimes FSR) depend on PDFs down to Q0.
(Backwards evolution of a→ bc contains PDF ratio
x ′fa(x ′,Q)/xfb(x ,Q).)

Need PDFs down to Q = 1 GeV and x = 10−8 at the LHC
⇒ NLO ln(1/x) terms important.
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The gluon PDF at low Q: LO vs. NLO
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(J Rojo)
g members are positive, NLO 68% envelope goes negative!
Apologies: have not studied other PDF sets.
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Multiparton interactions

Divergent p⊥ → 0 QCD 2→ 2 cross section dominated by
t-channel g exchange. Needs regularization, e.g.

dσ

dp2⊥
∝ α2

s (p2⊥)

p4⊥
→ α2

s (p2⊥0 + p2⊥)

(p2⊥0 + p2⊥)2

with p⊥0 ≈ 2.5− 3 GeV at LHC energies.

Typical hard process has ∼ 10 MPIs, with 〈p⊥〉 ≈ p⊥0.

Will use PDFs down to and even below
Q = p⊥ = 1 GeV and x = 4p2⊥/s ≈ 10−8;
phenomenology sensitive down to ∼ 2 GeV and ∼ 10−7.

NLO QCD MEs unstable at p⊥ = 2 GeV (?) ⇒ out.

What is most physically meaningful at 1 – 2 GeV,
LOME ⊗ LOPDF or LOME ⊗NLOPDF?

My assumption: LOPDF.
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The gluon PDF at low Q: time evolution
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(J Rojo)
g PDF still not well constrained:
error band slowly coming down;
central value unstable.

Need to retune generators when
default PDF is changed.
Also energy dependence.
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What to do?

Some arguments why assume xg(x ,Q0) ∝ x−ε, ε ≈ 0.10:

1 HERA F2(x ,Q0) ∝ x−ε probes g indirectly via sea.

2 Expect σpp(s) ∝ xg(x ,Q0) for x ∝ 1/s → 0 (Regge–Gribov).

3 MPI models with eikonalized minijet production gives similar
relationship between σpp(s) and xg(x ,Q0).

Catches: Q0 small but unspecified; normalization only from F2.

PDF fits: small changes at (medium) high x can have large impact
at small x by momentum conservation.

Time to revive LO∗ philosophy: do not respect momentum sum
rule but let each x range take what is appropriate locally?
(Applies to Q0 ansatz, not evolution.)
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PYTHIA options and outlook

PYTHIA allows one “hard” PDF for MEs, possibly NLO,
and another “soft” PDF for ISR/MPI, preferably LO.

PYTHIA only has LO ME internally,
so NLO PDFs possible but not guaranteed more accurate.

External (LHEF) NLOME ⊗NLOPDF hard-process input fine.

If strong request, e.g. for match & merge, could transition
smoothly from “hard” NLO to “soft” LO PDF:

fi (x ,Q) = h(Q)f hardi (x ,Q) + (1− h(Q))f softi (x ,Q)

Especially trivial if both use same (x ,Q) grid.

Do not forget low-(x ,Q) needs!

Retunes necessary, but not always trivial.
Example: dncharged/dη at large η reflects low-x shape.
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